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Abstract: Twitter is an online social network used by millions people. It used to provide a way to collect and
understand user’s opinion about much private and public organization. Twitter has become one of the most important
communication channels with its achieve to providing the most up-to-date information to the user. In this paper we
present to find the correlation of two words using the association rule. There must be an application to establish the
mutual relationship between two words or sentences or segment. In the first step we collecting tweets are editable group
of tweets hand selected by twitter user. These collected tweets are preprocessing in which stop words removed and then
tweet segmentation. The form of generalized association rules, from messages posted by Twitter users. The analysis of
Twitter post is focused on two different but related features: their textual content and their submission content. Due to
its invaluable business value of timely information from these tweets, it is imperative to understand tweets language for
a large body of downstream application, such as true named entity.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Twitter has attracted millions of users to share their
information by creating huge volume of data produced
every day. It is a very difficult and time consuming task to
handle this huge amount of data. Thus the segmentation of
tweets and identifying the named entities is considered to
be an uninspiring one. In this paper we mainly focus on
the task of tweet segmentation using these correlation and
association.
The tweets under a particular time period are grouped into
batches and thus continue the segmentation. Tweet
segmentation is done by splitting the tweets into
consecutive N-grams which is called a segment. The
segment can be a named entity, a semantically meaningful
information unit or any other type of phrases that appears
more than once in a group of tweets. One of the algorithm
that exploits the co-occurrence of named entities in tweets
by applying the Random walk model. The random walk
model builds a segment graph, in the graph the nodes
represent the segments identified by the tweet
segmentation. An edge exists between the nodes if and
only if the segments co-occurrence in some tweets. The
random walk model is then applied to the segment graph
for identifying the named entities.

2. K. Gimpel et.al trained a POS tagger with the help of a
new labeling scheme and a feature set that captures the
unique characteristics of tweets [3]. It was reported to
outperform the state-of-the-art Stanford POS tagger on
tweets.
3. A. Ritter et. al presented an tweet based NLP
framework which contains tweet-specific NLP tools: POS
tagger
(T-POS),
shallow parsing (T-CHUNK),
capitalization classifier (T-CAP), and named entity
recognition (T-NER). T-POS and T-CHUNK are trained
by using conditional random field (CRF) model with
conventional and tweet-specific features [6]. The tweet
specific Features include re-tweets, @usernames, hashtags, URLs, and Brown clustering results. Both T-POS and
T-CHUNK were reported with better performance
compared to the state-of-the-art Methods. T-NER is
separated into two tasks: named entity segmenting (TSEG) and named entity classification (T-CLASS).

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

4. Liu et. al [5] applied a KNN-based classifier to conduct
word-level classification, leveraging the similar and
recently labeled tweets. Those pre-labeled results, together
with other conventional features (e.g. orthographic and
lexical features), were then fed into a CRF model to
conduct finer-grained NER.

1. Han and Baldwin [4] proposed to normalize ill formed
words in tweets to make the contents more formal.
However, this work does not address the problem of NER.
NER has attracted renewed interests recently, due to the
challenges posed by tweets. Conventionally, NER studies
are mainly conducted in a supervised manner.

Due to their supervised nature, those approaches require
the availability of labeled data, which is usually expensive
to come by. Fininet. al. presented a crowd-sourcing way
(using services like Mechanical Turk and Crowd Flower)
of preparing labeled data for NER studies in Twitter [2].
However, it did not propose a solution for NER.
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5. D. Downey et. al also proposed a collocation based
approach, called LEX to detect the boundaries of named
entities [1]. Nevertheless, it is not designed for tweet-like
informal text.
It assumes that named entities are either continuous
capitalized words or mixed case phrases beginning and
ending with capitalized words, which is apparently too
strong to hold in tweets. Silva et. al. [1] studied five
different types of collocation measurements and their
variations for phrase extraction task.

2. Preprocessing In this module tweets will be converted into the set of
sentences using sentence tokenizing characters. Then stopwords will be removed from tweets.
3. Tweet Segmentation –
In this module each tweet from set of tweets collection is
to split t into m consecutive segments, t=s1,s2,….,sm,
each segment contains one or more words. We detail the
tweet division issue as an enhancement issue to boost the
whole of stickiness scores of the m sections.

III. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
Proposed Architecture - The following figure shows
designed the framework called tweet segmentation. In this
framework there are three modules Segment Ranking,
Select Segment, Correlation and association. First we have
collect large amount data and then it’s preprocessing. In
Selection Segment algorithm exploits the co-occurrence of
named entities in a group of tweets. In correlation module
to find the correlation of two words using the association
rule.

It is obtain the optimal segmentation. We use the
stickiness function is C, that measures the stickiness of a
segment of tweet defined based on word collocation:
argmaxs1….sm C(t)=

m
i=1 C(s)

A high stickiness score of fragment s shows that it is an
expression which shows up more than by chance, and
further part it could break the right-word collocation or the
semantic significance of the expression. Tweet
segmentation with Microsoft N-gram is publically
available web service used to segment the sentences.
It includes variety of natural language processing tasks
that support to break sentence into the segments as per
language rule. It is provided by Microsoft and Bing. It
includes an API (Application Programming Interface).
4. Segment Ranking –
In this module we find the highest ranking of tweet
segments or sentences, which is top of ranking segment,
finds the true named entity.
5. Selection Segment In this module selection segment using random walk
algorithm exploits the co-occurrence of named entities in a
group of tweets. Named entity occurs with other named
entities in a set of tweets is called gregarious property of a
named entity. A random walk model uses the gregarious
property of named entities to find final named entity.
Based on the gregarious property, we can build a graph G
(V, E).

Figure: System Architecture of Tweet Segmentation Using
Correlation & Association
6. Correlation and Association Rule –
The mutual relationship or connection between two or
Proposed Work
more things, parts etc. is called correlation. Correlation is
1. Input Tweets a measure of the strength of the relationship between to
In this module a large amount of tweets are collected. We words. Correlation is connected to the concept of
have collected tweets to simulate targeted twitter stream of dependence, which is the statistical relationship between
one particular topic by monitoring a number of users. The the two variables.
collection creator can add any public tweet to the
collection. When new tweets are added, they appear at the The process of bringing one or another variable
top of the collection.
combination which finds the both relationship. The
statistical term association is defined as a association
We have collect tweets to using Twitter API. A collection between two random variable which makes them
is an editable group of tweets hand selected by a Twitter statistically dependent. With association rule we can find
user or programmatically managed via collection API.
most important true named entities.
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IV. IMPLEMENTATION STEPS

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Input Tweet

Tweet Collection in Tweeter API
Preprocessing

This paper presents tweet segmentation using correlation
and association. The correlation and association rule find
the relationship between the two words. Association
method for discovering interesting relation between two
contents. It can be used to find true named entity. For
future work, we aim to evaluate it on large scale data sets.

Remove Stop-words & Noisy Data
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Find True Named Entity
Figure: Implementation of Tweet Segmentation using
correlation and Association.
V. SIMULATION RESULT
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